
                                      

 

Action research makes a difference: Examples and reflections from Longwill School 

 
Why action research? 

In 2010 the Sign Bilingual Consortium launched a ‘Year of Reading’ to focus on ways in which action 
research by teachers in schools can enhance the reading experiences and outcomes for deaf learners 
(this is reported in the …. Issues of the Magazine).  The emphasis on action research and collaborative 
working is fundamental to this initiative and to the work of the consortium as a whole which seeks to 
develop and maintain research/practice partnerships which directly impact on deaf children’s learning 
and benefit the educational community as a whole. As part of the Year of Reading interested 
members of the consortium met at Leeds University to talk about developing their research in schools 
using an action research methodology. At this seminar we discussed different schools’ research 
question and issues. We reviewed the action research cycle and looked at ways of relating this to 
individual enquiries. You can find a detailed ‘walk through’ the action research cycle on the 
www.readingrhizome.com  

 

What did it involve?  

As part of this national initiative practitioners at Longwill school decided they  would like to ‘test’ both 
the inside and outside spaces at the school (classroom, corridors, indoor tents & dens outdoors) to 
see whether building alternative learning environments  motivated the children to read and raise 
standards and rates of reading progress.  Every teacher approached their action research question 
from a personal perspective. Some looked at increasing the use of the outdoor space, with greater 
imagination and creativity and with the aim of enhancing literacy, particularly reading. Others 
explored issues around motivation, engaging reluctant readers, using drama to promote higher level 
reading skills or how reading in different environments can improve recall skills. All staff planned and 
executed well thought through action research projects.  

As part of a parallel ‘Creative Partnerships Project’ the school also worked with several creative 
practitioners throughout the year to develop thinking about the potential of action research and 
creativity to raise standards in reading.  Two days were dedicated to developing staff skills, knowledge 
and understanding of creative approaches to teaching and learning and this encouraged professional 
dialogue across the school and reinforced a reflective culture. Twilight CPD sessions were devoted to 
talking about individual action research cycles and sharing new ideas. Staff were asked to consider 
what action research involved and then develop a sentence that described what ‘research’ entailed.  

http://www.readingrhizome.com/
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Ideas described by the words above were shared. Finally, they decided that research “is all about 
investigating and questioning in order to progress thinking and practice of one focused area.” It 
involves fact finding, planning, discovery, experimentation, reflection and also critical analysis and 
change.  

After much preparation every teacher began their action research and at the end of the cycle all the 
teachers distilled their research process and findings into one poster and made a presentation to 
colleagues so that ideas were disseminated throughout school. Some colleagues went on to present 
their findings at the ‘Year of Reading Conference’ October 2011.  Since then this team have agreed on 
the key messages and actions which will form part of their practice school-wide from now on.  

What were the outcomes? 

The Action Research posters produced by teachers from schools and services across the Sign Bilingual 
Consortium including Frank Barnes School and Exeter Academy were shared at the national ‘Year of 
Reading Conference’ in October 2011. Longwill School have provided some examples and some 
commentary on their work here:  

 
Erin Straw describes her Year Four action research project: 

I focussed on the higher ability boys in my group. The pupils were trying to translate English 
phrases into BSL. I realised that whilst they could read all the Y4/ Y5 Medium Frequency Words 
with ease, they could only decode words at a literal level (did they really believe that when 
“fires went out” they actually left the room?). So I prepared drama activities in the drama 
studio and outside reading den. This enabled pupils to act out the deeper meaning of the text 
within the context of the story. This was very powerful! Their engagement in reading increased 
dramatically and all showed substantial gains in their reading ability. 

 



Charlotte Clough talks about her project with Year 2: 

I focussed my research on one child who seemed to be underperforming and I wanted to unpick 
why and what I could do to help her with reading. She did not seem able to retain the 
Reception/ Y1 high Frequency Words and I thought that this could be improved upon if I found 
different ways for her and all her classmates to learn. First I monitored her progress using 
existing strategies and then I took the tasks outside (in the hall, on the playground, in the park 
etc.) and we played literacy games in a more ‘physical’ and ‘hands on’ manner. Her rate of 
acquisition of new vocabulary rose from +12% pre intervention to +30% post intervention. I 
think this was because her learning style favoured a more kinaesthetic approach and was more 
meaningful to her. 

 

 

Alison Fentem and Nicole Hastie describe their project with Year 3: 

Our pupils found retention of the Reception and Y1 HFW very tricky and this was having a really 
negative impact upon their reading. Clearly, whatever we were doing beforehand wasn’t 
working particularly well so we decided to try a more kinaesthetic approach, which was not 
table based. We went everywhere outside the classroom! The hall, playground, the woods and 
our own outdoor space which adjoins the classroom. Also, we adopted a more games based 
approach inside the classroom. We found the pupils to be more motivated and engaged using 
this approach. They found it fun and knowledge and retention really improved significantly. 

 



Helen Barnett reports on her work with Year 1: 

My pupils’ memory skills weren’t very good. They had a very small repertoire of stories within 
their own experience and this made it quite challenging for them when they were asked to 
create and re-create their own stories. I focussed on three different traditional tales and we 
learned about them in many varied environments. Each time the children were asked to 
recount them and this was analysed. I found that the important ingredient was not one 
particular location – rather it was the variety of environments in which the children learned. I 
discovered that it is important to find a learning environment which is ‘fit for purpose’ and that 
there is not one single ‘better’ environment.  

 

Suzanne Paulson explains her research in the Foundation Department: 

I wanted to promote interest in story and engage them in the narrative process. So we read 
the story inside and then took our learning outside into the woods. We filmed the pupils act out 
the story in full make up and costume. From that we created a bilingual signed story book 
using semacode technology on the PSPs. We collated baseline data using the EYFSP (Language, 
Communication & Thinking and also Reading) and re-assessed them at the end of the AR cycle. 
They had all made significant progress. We found them to be more engaged in reading, 
enthusiastic and were asking more questions about the characters and plot structure. 

 



Inspired?  

If you are keen to develop an action research project yourself the team at Leeds University will 
facilitate and support your work.  You can get in touch with any of the team (Ruth Swanwick, Paula 
Clarke and Ruth Kitchen) via the Leeds web pages. 
http://www.education.leeds.ac.uk/research/inclusive/projects.php?project=111&page=1  

You will also find a useful ‘action research pack’ on the www.thereadiningrhizome.com to help get 
you started.  

You research may be about reading or another classroom issue or area of development for your 
school. Longwill are taking their action research skills forwards in 2012 to begin a new set of projects 
based around their ‘Year of Speaking and Listening’.  

These examples speak for themselves but as a school that has fully engaged in this process Longwill’s 
conclusions that  action research linked to classroom practice improves teaching and learning, 
engages colleagues in professional dialogue and raises standards is a strong recommendation for 
others to give a go.  

Alison Carter, a.carter@longwill.bham.sch.uk  
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